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 ردیف امام علی )ع( .علم گنج بزرگی است که با خرج کردن تمام نمی شود بارم

 Vocabulary  A 

     a. One odd out.  

 

 . a) hundred                      b) million                   c) many               d) ten 

 . a) create                          b) increase                c) prevent           d) improve 

 . a) vast                              b) beauty                   c) great               d) large 

 

  b. Complete the following sentences with the given words. (One is extra) 

 

 

 
 . Rice is the most ----------------- food in Iran. 

 . Our teacher tried to explain the new word by --------------- of sign Language. 

 . Smoking is --------------------- to every one. 

 . Eating ---------------- food helps people live longer and prevent diseases. 

 . Each person’s finger print is ---------------------. 

 . Gold and silver are valuable --------------------. 

     c. Fill in the blanks with your own words. 

 

  . Scientists say that by     , wind power can ------------------ the needs of the world. 
  . -------------------- are good examples of the art and culture of a country. 
  . My uncle has high blood --------------------. 

 

     d. Choose the best answer. 

 

  . My brother is really -------------------. He is friendly and enjoys being with people. 
a)  depressed                     b) cultural                      c) sociable               d) mental 

  . which one do you ----------------? A cup of tea or a glass of orange juice? 
a)  exist                               b) solve                           c) prefer                   d) prevent 

  . There are four --------------- for learning any foreign language : listening , speaking , reading 
and writing. 
a)  slices                              b) songs                          c) skills                     d) societies 

 

     e. Match the words with their definitions. (There is one extra word) 

 

  . to value somebody or some thing                                                       a. prevent 

  . to stop something from happening                                                     b. vary 
  . to be different from each other                                                            c. appreciate 

                                                                                                                            d. identity 
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metals  - despite – means – popular – healthy – harmful - unique 
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 Grammar B 

  a. Choose the best answer.  

 

  . what ---------------- if you find a lot of money in the street? 
a) do you                b) will you do                c) did you do                d) you will do 
  . He has written a letter , but he ----------------- it yet. 
a) doesn’t post      b) didn’t post                c) won’t post                d) hasn’t posted 
  . He has worked here ------------------- the last five years. 
a) for                        b) from                           c) since                          d) of 
  . A: How --------------- does a kilo of rice cost? 
B: I don’t know. My brother goes shopping. 
a) much                   b) long                             c) many                         d) heavy  

 

  b. Look at the pictures and answer the questions. 

 

  . How many glasses of water do you drink every day? 

 

 
 
  . What will you do if you have money? (buy) 

 

 
 
 

  c. Complete the following sentences. 

 

  . If kate (hurry / not) ----------------, she may miss the bus. 

  . my father (give up) ----------------- smoking for   month. 

 

  d. The following sentences are grammatically wrong. Correct them. 

 

  . There are eighty two books in the library.  

  . I’m tire of watching television , let’s go for a walk. 

  . Has they ever traveled to Madrid? 

  . If my friends come, He will becomes happy. 
 

 Writing C 
    .incorrecta. which sentence is   

 

  .  
a) To learn a language can be interesting. 
b) Learning a language can be interesting. 
c) Hamed wants learning a language. 
d) Hamed wants to learn a language. 

 

  .gerundsand  infinitiveb. complete the sentences with  

 

  . It is not dangerous ---------------- in the pool. (swim) 
  . jane enjoys ------------------ for the future. (plan) 
  . Thank you for ------------------ soon. (come) 
  . The teacher told Amir ---------------- write an essay. (write- not) 
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c. Read the following sentences, then put (s) for subjects, (o) for object, (v) for 
verbs and (adv) for adverbs. 

 

 
.last Sunday in the kitchen the cake cooked  I .    

.now quickly lunch eatingis  The man.    
 

 Reading D 

  
a. cloze test.  
Read the passage and choose the best words. 

 

 

Handicrafts are good examples of art and -----  ----- of a country. By handicrafts, we mean 
making decorative items in a -----  ----- way using our hands. Each country and culture has its 
own handicrafts. Making and -----  ----- handicrafts are good ways to help a country’s                 
-----  -----and introduce its culture to other -----  -----. Many people of the words produce 
handicrafts and sell them to -----  -----. 

 
  ) a. culture                         b. mistake               c. hint                       d. disorder 

  ) a. skillful                          b. scientific             c. mineral                d. socialize 

  ) a. exercise                       b. avoid                   c. sailing                   d. selling 
  ) a. sportsperson              b. skating                c. relationship         d. economy 

  ) a. nations                        b. metals                 c. markets                d. instituate 

  ) a. tourists                        b. doctors               c. teachers                d. students 

  b. Reading comprehension. 

 

The modern lifestyle has had both positive and negative effects on people’s lives. Modern 
technologies have enabled us to have easy access to information, become more creative, 
experience fast communication, travel easier, and have a more comfortable life. 
But using new technologies has changed people’s lifestyle in a harmful way in this century as 
well some technologies are dangerous to our health and can harm our body. Using mobile 
phones or surfing the Internet for long hours can increase people’s blood pressure and cause 
sleep problem. 
Listening to music by headsets can be harmful to one’s hearing and even brain. 
Using technology in a wrong way has created bad habits and new types of addictions. 
Technology addicts are people with serious problems to control themselves to use various 
kinds of technology. 

 
  . Who is a technology addict? 

  . What are the positive effects of modern technologies? 

  . Which one can be the topic of the text? 
a) The effects of modern technologies. 
b) Positive effects of modern technologies. 
c) Negative effects of modern technologies. 
d) Using technologies can create bad habits. 

 
  . Listening to music is harmful                                                                    a) True             b) False 

  . Technology can cause sleep problems.                                                  a) True             b) False 

  . Technology has harmful effect on people blood pressure.              a) True             b) False 

 With the best wishes for you  

 


